
 

 

Evaluatie  PLETA - Diederik Kreike  
 
As  Maas tricht in the  PLETA Project Odyss ey, we got the  ass ignment to make our vers ion of the  
underworld. The world of dead people , darkness , answers  or no answers  and where  s acrifices  are  
made. Relating tha t to the  world’s refugee  s ituation is  something we did not focus  on. We could 
see  the  s imilarities , and eventually the  performance  generated it’s own content, but I think it would 
have been unfortunate  to focus  only on the  s imilarity with refugees . We focused on the  technology 
part. I think nowadays  we at leas t will have heard, and we might know concepts  like  Oddys ey, 
Underworld, Refugees . But what are  they actually?  How do we imagine  them to be?  
 
I think theater makers  have a  highly developed imagination and eas ily can put those  concepts  into 
visualization. We, mos t of the  time, want to make a  nice  image. We even sometimes  want to make 
our own vers ions  of those  concepts . I think that’s what we did. We s tarted with reading the  part of 
the  Odyss ey, then put the  somewhat ‘holy’ book of Homerus  away, and s tarted to make small 
performances . With the  read s tory in the  back of our minds . At the  Toneelacademie  we are  quite  
used to us ing technologies  s uch as  beamers , soundscapes , e tc. when creating performances . So 
you come to visualization of your ideas . Quickly said: You can use  a  beamer for the  visual part and 
making soundscape  for the  auditive  part. It’s eas ily s aid but hard to do. You want to be 
mesmerized, or surprised, blown away or deeply agita ted. We asked ourselves  ques tions  s uch as : 
What does  work? When does  it come alive?  When does  the  imagination of the  audience  get 
activated?  And after those  quick brains torms  about the  performances  we came back to re la ting 
things  to the  Odyssey. It works  you both ways . Content regenera tes  form of things  and form 
regenerates  content.  
 
S ince  technology is  becoming a  bigger part of today’s society, it influences  theater as  well. We 
really focused on the  contras t of reality and virtual reality. What’s real, and what’s technology?  We 
build up an underwater filming set a t the  Filmfabriek, home to Peter Misotten. There  we filmed all 
the  parts  which were  la ter to bee  the  dead bodies . We used a t this  s et a lso green screen and 3D-
scanning. Thos e are  such difficult tools , we used the  files  as  much to our ability. We also had a  
little  research in the  program Blendr. How could we make a  vers ion of our underworld through 
thos e  media?  
 
Us ing those  media  (for ins tance, we brought 9 beamers  to Amsterdam) was  really an other way of 
working then that I was  used to do. Since you are  handeling filming materia ls  and controlling 
beamers , there’s more  time into editing than into rehears ing or improvising a  scene  as  an average  
actor s hould do. You need to edit the  filming scene, look what it does , and then adjus t it, look a t it 
again, and on and on. You s trive  for perfection because  one mis take  will shatter the  magic of such 
technological performance. But when it a ll comes  together, like  it did in the  Tolhuis tuin, you feel like  
the  room takes  control of you and comes  alive. It was  really nice  working on such a  highly-
technological performance  becaus e  I can transfer the  things  I learned about technology in a  
performance  to us ing it in my own work.  
 
There  wasn’t much contact with the  other s tudents  during the  Odyss e y. We were  working 
independently on our performances  and didn’t have much time meeting each other or for example  
get to know each others  theater es thetics . We did a  run through the  day before  the  premiere  and I 
was  really surprised of the  things  the  other schools  made. I maybe expected to have  it a  little  more 
overlay because  now the contras t was  pretty high. It made people  like  the  piece  of school X and 
hated the  performance  of school Y. It would be nice  to mix quality and really create  on piece  
together. But there  wasn’t enough time for that maybe… 


